
Fort Hasp Padlock (FHASP)
Indicative Seal · Data Sheet 

The Metal Hasp padlock seal is etched with permanent laser 
marking for customized names, logos, barcodes and sequential 
numbers for security and easy identification. Laser marking offers 
the highest level of security as it cannot be removed or replaced 
without showing clear signs of tampering.

The solid combination of the Metal Hasp’s ABS High-Impact body 
with a stainless steel hasp provides great strength and durability.
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Technical Specifications

Material Metal Hasp Dimensions Marking AreaTensile Strength Max Marking Digits

PRODUCT

Features

BREAKING POINT

Body: ABS High-Impact
Cap: ABS High-impact
Hasp: Stainless Steel

Product code

FHASP 34mm  x Diameter Ø 1.2mm 35 kg Flap: 25mm x 20mm 8 digits

The Durable and User-Friendly
Metal Hasp Seal 

Chiefly used in the airline industry, the Metal Hasp 
seal padlock offers strong anti-pilferage diversity. It 
also shines when used for different applications, such 
as securing aircraft liquor carts, drums, switches, 
valves, and even utility meters. 

Versatile, user-friendly and durable, the Metal Hasp 
serves as a great alternative to conventional padlocks 
of old while providing clear tamper evidence.

Fort Hasp Padlock available in two versions: scored 
and un-scored.

Scored to allow easy removal by hand, the Metal Hasp is 
designed for single use and is destroyed when opened, 
providing clear tamper evidence.

Optional - Biodegradable additive can be added upon 
customers' requirement, securing strap gives the user a 
choice of strength to match different applications.
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PACKAGING

Quantity Dimensions (mm) Gross Weight kg Volume m3 Standard Colours 

272 x 212 x 170
(10.71 x 8.346 x 6.69 in)

0.00980
(0.3461 cu.ft.)

Body:

Cap:
4.12

(9.083 lbs)

1000 pcs
Inner Carton
FHASP

WHITE

WHITE

YELLOW ORANGE BLUE RED GREEN
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